WALKTHROUGH FOR IRVINE QUIK AND SEARCH FOR THE FISH OF TRAGLEA!
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CHAPTER 1:
SPECTACULAR EXPLOITS
OF SPECTACLES... IN SPACE!

This is an introductory chapter for the hovering retrieval bot. If you already know how to use it, say yes twice at the start of this chapter or type "continue."

----------------------

Step-by-step commands to type to get the glasses.

  > x shelf
  > deploy
  > x glasses
  > take it
  > take it
  > deploy

Do this all in one command by typing them this way.

  > x shelf, deploy, x glasses, take it, take it, deploy

When you are done operating the robot, go port or out.

  > out

... Congratulations, Irvine has his glasses!

Go to the ship’s bridge when you are ready for chapter 2!

----------------------
CHAPTER 2:
DARING FEATS
OF LANDING!

There are three solutions to landing the spaceship, all of which must be done in the ship's bridge.

If Irvine says he doesn't know how to land, try solutions 1 or 2.

----------------------

SOLUTION #1.
LAND THE SHIP WITH COMPUTER GOGGLES.
Note: Only works if the captain is conscious.

> x goggles
> wear goggles

Memorize and recall seven random digits at least 3/5 times.

... Congratulations, the ship has landed!
Head down from the exit hatch for chapter 3...

----------------------

SOLUTION #2.
GET THE CAPTAIN TO LAND THE SPACESHIP.
Note: Only works if the captain is conscious.

> x flight panel
> get flight sheet
> read flight sheet
> press green
> press blue
> open cover
> flick switch
> give flight sheet to captain

... Congratulations, the ship has landed!
Head down from the exit hatch for chapter 3...
CHAPTER 2:
DARING FEATS
OF LANDING!

IF IRVINE SAYS HE DOES KNOW HOW TO LAND, TRY THESE.

----------------------
SOLUTION #3.
GET THE FIRST MATE TO LAND THE SPACESHIP.
  NOTE: ONLY WORKS IF THE CAPTAIN IS UNCONSCIOUS.
  › PRESS RED, PRESS GREEN, OPEN COVER, FLICK SWITCH

  ... CONGRATULATIONS, THE SHIP HAS LANDED!
  HEAD DOWN FROM THE EXIT HATCH FOR CHAPTER 3...

----------------------
SOLUTION #4.
GET DOCTOR VOSS TO REVIVE THE CAPTAIN.
HEAD TO THE SHIP’S LAB, ASK FOR HELP, THEN LAND THE
SHIP NORMALY.

  › ASK FOR HELP
  › GET GOGGLES
  › WEAR GOGGLES

MEMORIZE AND RECALL SEVEN RANDOM DIGITS AT LEAST 3/5 TIMES.

  ... CONGRATULATIONS, THE SHIP HAS LANDED!

----------------------
SOLUTION #5.
WITH NIKA’S HELP, REVERSE POLARITY.
HEAD TO THE SHIP’S ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY CORE, ASK NIKA
FOR HELP, THEN REVERSE POLARITY.

  › ASK FOR HELP
  › (GO TO THE SHIP’S BRIDGE)
  › REVERSE POLARITY

  ... CONGRATULATIONS, THE SHIP HAS LANDED!

----------------------
Chapter 3:
A Mouse on Cat Planet!

Irvine must find a way into the Traglean City. Challenges: surviving the game of cat and mouse and getting the fur to drash.

----------------------
Challenging Grastor.
First get the fish from the brook. Then take a sprig of Traglenip and challenge Grastor. Drop the Traglenip. Retreat, then go south, west, south, south, until you are back at the crooked trees north of the jungle grove.

> x brook
> get fish from brook
> n, e, s
> get traglenip
> n
> challenge grastor
> y
> drop traglenip
> retreat
> s, w, s, s

... Congratulations, Irvine survived cat and mouse!

----------------------
Getting the Pack.
There is fur on the ship, but Irvine can’t get it off the ship without his pack. To get the pack, go to Irvine’s Cabin, find the locker’s passcode, and open it.

The locker code can be found in the Hirby’s compartment.

> open hirby’s compartment
> get papyr, read it
> press 3142
> x locker
> get pack
> wear pack

... now Irvine has his pack!
CHAPTER 3:
A MOUSE ON CAT PLANET!

----------------------
GETTING THE FUR.
The fur is in the ship's closet-- the tiger coat. Put it in the knapsack (and close it) to sneak it past the first mate.

> GET COAT
> PUT COAT IN PACK
> CLOSE PACK
> STARBOARD
> FORWARD
> DOWN

... now Irvine has tiger fur!

----------------------
GETTING THE PACK OR FUR BACK FROM THE MONKEY.
A monkey has just stolen Irvine's carefully smuggled stuff. Neither Irvine nor Hirby can reach it alone. Irvine must find something to stand on-- like the crate over by the waterfall. Push it over to the grove, climb it, and then use the Hirby to get what it took from you.

> PUSH CRATE N, PUSH CRATE N, PUSH CRATE W
> CLIMB CRATE
> DEPLOY
> GET PACK (OR GET COAT)
> GET IT
> DEPLOY

... that'll show that troublesome monkey!

----------------------
GETTING INTO KI'PARANDAZAR
All Irvine has to do now is give the coat to Drash. Find Drash at the city gates and...

> GIVE COAT TO DRASH

... huzzah! Irvine is in!

----------------------
CHAPTER 4:
AMAZING SECRETS OF TRAGLEAN KARATE!

THIS IS AN INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER FOR THE COMBAT SYSTEM IN IRVINE QUIK. IF YOU ALREADY KNOW HOW TO USE IT, TYPE "CONTINUE" AND PRESS ENTER.

----------------------
LEARNING TRAGLEAN KARATE.
GO EAST AND IN TO THE DOJO AND PRACTICE MARTIAL ARTS WITH MASTER MOJI.

› EAST, IN
› YES
› PUNCH DUMMY, KICK DUMMY, SWEEP HIM, THROW HIM

... NOW IRVINE KNOWS KARATE... KIND OF...

----------------------
FINDING COURAGE.
HEAD TO THE DARK, FOREBODING JUNGLE AND FIGHT GRASTOR. DEFEAT HIM WITH A CLAW ATTACK. THEN TRY TO BREATHE.

› W, W, W, N, N
› PUNCH GRASTOR
› KICK GRASTOR
› THROW GRASTOR
› CLAW
› BREATHE

... NOW IRVINE KNOWS HOW TO CLAW AND BREATHE!
CHAPTER 4:
AMAZING SECRETS OF
TRAGLEAN KARATE!

----------------------
JOINING THE TRAGLEAN RESISTANCE.
FIND SMITTY THE CAT IN THE SHIP’S LABORATORY. GIVE HIM THE
FLOWER, THEN FIND THE SECRET ENTRANCE TO THE PALACE AND
GET IN USING THE CODE.

> S, S, W, U, S, D, S
> GIVE FLOWER TO SMITTY
> GET HAIRBALL
> X CARD
> N, U, N, D, E, E, N, N, W
> X KEYPAD
> PRESS 98843
> IN

----------------------
CHAPTER 5:
UNBELIEVABLE KARATE ACTION!

IRVINE MUST FIGHT HIS WAY TO THE FAT CAT’S THRONE ROOM. FIRST HE’LL HAVE TO GET THE KEY TO THE THRONE ROOM, THEN TAKE OUT THE ELITE GUARD AT THE DOOR.

----------------------
DEFEND YOURSELF, GRASSHOPPER!
THE SENTINEL AT THE PALACE BACKDOOR CAN BE DEFEATED BY ANY ATTACK. EACH GUARD AFTER BLOCKS TWO TYPES OF ATTACKS AND CAN BE HIT BY TWO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Vulnerable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentry</td>
<td>Sweep/Throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard</td>
<td>Punch/Throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrol</td>
<td>Punch/Kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldier</td>
<td>Kick/Sweep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE ELITE CAN ONLY BE DEFEATED BY A CLAW, AND ONLY IF NO OTHER GUARDS ARE IN THE ROOM.

----------------------
GETTING THE KEY.
IRVINE NEEDS AN IMPORTANT-LOOKING KEY TO UNLOCK THE IMPORTANT-LOOKING DOOR AT THE THRONE ROOM ENTRANCE. FOLLOW THE DIRECTION OF THE BLACK TUBE TO THE STORAGE ROOM, FIGHTING YOUR WAY PAST ANY ENEMIES. EXAMINE THE CRATES AND USE HIRBY TO GET THE KEY.

(FROM THE PALACE BACKDOOR)
› N, N, E, S, S, E
› X CRATES
› DEPLOY
› GET KEY
› GET KEY
› DEPLOY

BE CAREFUL OF ENEMIES WHILE HIRBY IS GETTING THE KEY!

----------------------
CHAPTER 5:
UNBELIEVABLE KARATE ACTION!

----------------------
DEFEATING THE ELITE.
HEAD TO THE THRONE ROOM ENTRANCE AND DEFEAT THE ELITE.
UNLOCK THE DOOR WITH THE KEY AND GO WEST.

(FROM THE STORAGE ROOM)
> w, n, n, n, w, n, w
>爪 elite
> unlock door
> w

REMEMBER, THE ELITE CAN ONLY BE DEFEATED IF IT IS THE ONLY
ENEMY PRESENT. THE ELITE CAN DO A LOT OF DAMAGE TO IRVINE
IF HE SPENDS TOO MUCH TIME AROUND HIM.
----------------------
CHAPTER 6:
HE WOULD BE...
SPACE EMPEROR!

THE CONCLUSION TO OUR THRILLING SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURE!

----------------------
IRVINE'S FAN.
IT'S NOT NECESSARY TO WIN, BUT YES, YOU CAN GIVE THE FAN SERVANT IRVINE'S JACKET, TEACH HIM OR HER KARATE, OR SEND THE FAN FOR HELP.

› TEACH FAN KARATE
› GIVE JACKET TO FAN
› ASK FOR HELP

EVENTUALLY YOU SHOULD MAKE IRVINE GO WEST AND CONFRONT THE FAT CAT!

› w

----------------------
HOW TO SURVIVE HAVING A MICROWAVE CANNON POINTED AT YOU BY A POWER MAD OVERLORD.

WHEN YOU ENTER THIS ROOM, THE FAT CAT WILL BLATHER ON FOR A BIT ABOUT HIS EVIL SCHEME. YOU CAN WAIT THROUGH SOME OF IT, OR EXAMINE THINGS (DID YOU NOTICE THE FAT CAT WAS WEARING A TOP HAT?). DEPLOY HIRBY AND GET THE MIRROR. THEN LOOK AND GET THE MIRROR.

› x FAT CAT
› x TOP HAT
› x END TABLE
› x MIRROR
› DEPLOY
› GET MIRROR
› LOOK
› GET MIRROR

----------------------
CHAPTER 6:
HE WOULD BE...
SPACE EMPEROR!

----------------------

RESCUING THE FISH!
ENTER THE SECRET AQUARIUM, GET THE FISH, AND EXIT.

(FROM THE ROYAL CHAMBERS)
＞N
＞X RESERVOIR
＞GET DROWSY FISH
＞GET TRANQUIL FISH
＞S, E, O

... YOU'VE SAVED THE FISH OF TRAGLEA! HURRAY!

----------------------